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On 8 November 1935, Mexico’s president, Lázaro Cárdenas (1934–1940), established the Iztaccíhuatl and
Popocatépetl National Park, the first of nearly forty national parks created during his term. Mostly scattered
across the central highlands and containing mixed pine and fir forests, these parks typified the natural and social
landscape surrounding the capital, Mexico City.

This first decree gave many justifications for the park, including scientific conservation, afforestation, climatic
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stability, tourism, and promoting a “living museum to nature.” Most importantly, it articulated federal authority
over land that had long been claimed by resident indigenous and mestizo communities or private hacendados and
entrepreneurs. This assertion of federal power came from the first social revolution of the twentieth century that
strove to represent the best interests of “Mexico for Mexicans” by integrating desires for capitalist development
with the recognition of rural people’s rights to land and resources (fields, forests, and waters). This radical claim
embedded within a national park decree characterized the moment in which Izta-Popo National Park was created
and Mexico’s innovative approach to conservation.
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Like other countries, in the late nineteenth century Mexico began to feel both the social and the environmental
effects of forest loss, but it was not until the 1930s that environmental conservation meaningfully entered
national policies. National parks formed a keystone of conservation legislation during the first stable, elected
government after years of revolutionary fighting. By the end of Cárdenas’s term in 1940, Mexico had more parks
than any other country in the world. These parks testify to a particular style of conservation—one that occurred
alongside urban development, privileged local use, and invoked flexible scientific principles. The parks came to
represent these values in the give-and-take of social reconstruction and as part of a revolutionary project that
embraced methods of retaining village life while positioning Mexico as a modern nation.
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Photo by William Henry Jackson of the Popocatépetl volcano from Tlamacas (between 1880 and 1897)

Photography by William Henry Jackson (1843–1942), Library of Congress, Prints & Photographs Division, Detroit Publishing Company
Collection, View source
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The Izta-Popo Park itself contains an interesting assortment of natural, social, and historic landscapes
characteristic of the Mexican countryside and the political heritage of colonialism. The park’s namesake
volcanoes, Iztaccíhuatl and Popocatépetl, are known by Nahuatl names that anthropomorphize the mountains
as a sleeping woman and a smoking warrior. Popular myths explain these figures as lovers separated by war and
catastrophe and finally reunited immortally on the skyline. Spanish conquistador Hernán Cortés laid eyes for the
first time on the impressive Aztec (Mexica) city of Tenochtitlán (today’s Mexico City) from a pass between the
two mountains. Now known as the Paso de Cortés, this pass in the park’s center was the portal through which
the two worlds encountered each other.
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Popocatépetl (the "smoking warrior") from the "feet" of Iztaccíhuatl (the "sleeping woman")
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Today the park retains vestiges of Mexico’s past environments. Despite centuries of use, vibrant stands of forests
crowd the flanks of the mountain slopes. Animals, like the zacatuche, or alpine rabbit, and the gato montés, or
Mexican bobcat, persist. Popo continues to rumble and send plumes of volcanic ash skyward, paralyzing air
travel or provoking evacuations in surrounding communities. Izta stewards the country’s few remaining glaciers
and hosts hundreds of climbers every year. But the symbolism of the park—a compromise between social reform,
revolutionary justice, and scientific management—looms large as both an example and a warning for parks
created with human use at their core.
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